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Introduction  
 
 

This annual report “On measures aimed at improving the level of trust and increasing 
the inclusiveness of the electoral process in the Kyrgyz Republic” (hereinafter 
Report) was  prepared by the State Registration Service under the Government of the 
Kyrgyz Republic (hereinafter SRS). The Report is prepared in the framework of the 
financial agreement between the Kyrgyz Republic and the European Union on 
Program “Strengthening Democracy through Electoral Reform – Sector Reform 
Contract DCI-ASIE/2015/038-149” (hereinafter Program). 
 

The Program is adopted by the decision of the European Commission in December 
2015 in Bishkek.  
 

Under the Program the EU contribution is set at EUR 13 130 000 for 2016-2018, of 
which 11.0 million euros for budget support of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

In 2016, € 4 million will be allocated from € 11 million without reference to the 
performance indicators used for allocating funds and € 1 million after completion of 
the first tranche indicator. The remaining 6 million euros will be allocated on 
condition of performance of the indicators by the Kyrgyz side. 
The Report is a prerequisite for disbursement of the second tranche. 

The purpose of the Report  
 
The purpose of the Report is assessment of work carried out to improve inclusiveness 
and improve the transparency in the management of the electoral processes, namely, 
the compilation of voters’ lists, the use of innovative technologies in electoral 
processes and electoral reforms of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

The result of this work should be building of a democratic electoral system in the 
Kyrgyz Republic and a maximum involvement of citizens in electoral processes. 

Report Objectives  
 
The report is based on data as of January 1, 2016. 
The main objectives of this Report are: 
- preparation of analytical and statistical data on the basis of voters' lists of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, data contained in UPR as of January 1, 2016, including data on 
biometric registration, valid passports of the Kyrgyz Republic; 
- a review of the main components of UPR and the model of voters list formation and 
identification of voters on the day of voting; 
- carrying out a statistical analysis on the basis of age groups, gender, in the context 
of the regions and cities of Osh and Bishkek; 
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- summing up the results on improving the quality and completeness of voters list 
following the results of the election of the deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, held on October 4, 2015; 
- carrying out an analysis of migration processes; 
- preparation of findings and conclusions. 
 
The Report is prepared by the method of desk review using comparisons, grouping of 
data, quantitative indicators, and by on-site visits. Experiential knowledge obtained 
during the development of technical tasks and using of information technology 
systems in electoral processes were applied in preparing the Report - components 1-4. 
 

The Report was prepared for the first time and will form the basis for the preparation 
of further annual reports on electoral processes in the country. 

 
 
 

1. Voters list formation in the framework of improvement of the electoral 
system in the Kyrgyz Republic 
 

On the initiative of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic A. Atambaev, in accordance 
with the decisions of the National Council for Sustainable Development of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, since 2014 work is been carrying out on improvement of the 
electoral system in order to conduct fair and open elections. 
 

Modern innovative solutions based on the use of information and biometric 
technologies were implemented for the first time in the elections of deputies of the 
Jogorku Kenesh (Parliament) of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

The use of biometric technologies is aimed to minimize the risks linked to 
falsification and fraud in electoral processes, excluding the mechanism known as 
"carousels" or multiple voting.  
 

The voters list includes citizens who have reached the age of 18, who have submitted 
biometric data and have a valid passport of citizen of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

The basic principle of forming lists and conducting of elections is "one voter - one 
vote".  
 

By the decisions of the National Council for Sustainable Development of the Kyrgyz 
Republic, the SRS was charged to create the UPR as the main source of information 
in formation of an accurate and reliable voters list containing personal and biometric 
data of the citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

The UPR takes into account the life cycle of a person from the moment of birth 
registration to the registration of the death with the formation of a complete electronic 
archive. 
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The most important element of the UPR is a Personal Identification Number 
(hereinafter PIN) of a citizen that is end-to-end identification linking data of citizens 
in the government information systems. 
 

The PIN serves as main identifier in forming voters list. Verification by PIN affords a 
control over duplication of records during inclusion of people in voters list.  
 

The UPR architecture consists of the following components: 
- biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic aged 16 years and older;  
- database of issued passports of the Kyrgyz Republic;  
- data of civil status registry;  
- data from Address registry of the Kyrgyz Republic;  
- data from Address bureau. 

 

During formation of voters’ list data on all components of UPR is taken into account.  
 

Component 1. Biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic  
 
One of the main component of the UPR is electronic database of citizens of the 
Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

The law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On the registration of the biometric data of citizens 
of the Kyrgyz Republic” regulates the collection, processing, storage, protection and 
use of biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
The purpose of the law of the Kyrgyz Republic "On the registration of the biometric 
data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic" is the creation of an updated database of 
citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic and the solution of the following tasks: 
1) identification of the person by using biometric data; 
2) issuance of new generation identification documents; 
3) efficiently fighting against crimes, illegal migration, terrorism and human 
trafficking.  
 

In order to ensure the protection and security of biometric data, the Kyrgyz Republic 
Government Decision No. 639 of November 11 2014 approved security management 
framework of biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic, which determines 
security measures of biometric data in collection, processing, storage and use in 
information system, as well as requirements for biometric data storage technologies. 
 

A national campaign for collection of biometric data was successfully launched in 
November 2014. At the peak of the population's activity for biometrics enrollment, 
more than 700 biometric data collection points with specialized equipment sets were 
installed throughout the territory of the Kyrgyz Republic 
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Outside the Kyrgyz Republic, biometric data collection points were opened in all 
foreign missions of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

During the period of national campaign for collection of biometric data from 
November 2014 to December 2015, 2 807 549 citizens submitted biometric data. 
(Tab. 1).  
 

The number of citizens who submitted biometric data outside the Kyrgyz Republic 
for the period from November 2014 to December 2015 is 15,344 people.  

 

Pic 1.  
 

As can be seen from the graph (Fig. 1) and Table 1, the dynamics of data collection 
from 1.3 million people in December 2014 fell to 29,000 in June 2015.  
 

The highest rates of biometric data submission were observed in November-
December 2014 during the period of the most active explanatory and organizational 
work by the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic and local self-government bodies 
carried out within the framework of electoral reforms of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
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Table 1. Quantity of  registered biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic (in months) in the period from November 2014 to December 2015 years  

Region 
2014 year 2015 year 

Total 
(pers.) %  

November  December January February March April May June July August September October November December 

c.Bishkek 71189 63 428 21965 23568 15704 20096 13321 12058 11478 15289 31587 679 1138 1033 302533 45,13 
c.Оsh 37781 40 910 6658 7285 3514 1333 1026 1131 2519 3547 9605 0  395 115704 67,97 
Оsh region 126599 317 435 42860 14289 7007 6352 6589 3759 9902 35571 30726 0  169 601258 90,61 
Naryn region 31180 79 448 15116 29228 3380 1936 1358 1433 1625 7826 4891 0 0 152 177573 95,67 
Chui region 75870 225 765 59827 41734 10909 3809 2895 3977 9195 11389 17246 0 0 42 462658 79,05 
Issyk-Kul region 35095 133 541 21518 38029 5220 2455 2482 3176 4839 7449 5511 0 0 382 259697 82,02 
Batken region 42003 133 354 18414 32184 4210 2230 770 800 2510 1079 1897 0 0 104 239555 76,05 
Talas region 20910 64 399 13905 17380 1840 1381 1253 729 5283 3799 3251 0 0 135 134265 88,72 
Jalal-Abad region 63030 260 405 74926 45995 9427 4794 3050 2708 13573 15019 20849 0 0 530 514306 71,86 
Total 503657 1318685 275189 249692 61211 44386 32744 29771 60924 100968 125563 679 1138 2942 2807549 74,40 

 
 

Table 2. Quantity of registered biometric data of gender as of 01 January 2016 year 

Region 
2014 year 2015 year 

Total Men 
(pers.) %  Women 

(pers.) %  Total Men 
(pers.) %  Women 

(pers.) %  Total 

c.Bishkek 54 502 40,49 80 115 59,51 134 617 70 851 42,19 97 065 57,81 167 916 302 533 
c.Оsh 33 470 42,53 45 221 57,47 78 691 18 064 48,80 18 949 51,20 37 013 115 704 
Оsh region 203 697 45,87 240 337 54,13 444 034 82 153 52,25 75 071 47,75 157 224 601 258 
Naryn region 52 846 47,77 57 782 52,23 110 628 34 579 51,65 32 366 48,35 66 945 177 573 
Chui region 140 162 46,47 161 473 53,53 301 635 77 856 48,35 83 167 51,65 161 023 462 658 
Issyk-Kul region 78 974 46,83 89 662 53,17 168 636 46 359 50,91 44 702 49,09 91 061 259 697 
Batken region 79 431 45,30 95 926 54,70 175 357 34 353 53,51 29 845 46,49 64 198 239 555 
Talas region 40 702 47,71 44 607 52,29 85 309 25 094 51,26 23 862 48,74 48 956 134 265 
Jalal-Abad region 147 643 45,65 175 792 54,35 323 435 96 656 50,64 94 215 49,36 190 871 514 306 
Total 831 427 45,62 990 915 54,38 1 822 342 485 965 49,33 499 242 50,67 985 207 2 807 549 
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The decrease of biometric data collection in May-June 2015 was due to the fact that 
every year in this period majority of the population living in rural areas is busy with 
agricultural activity, while the main active population has already submitted 
biometric data.  
 

Further, from July to September 2015, the biometric registration is increased due to 
the widespread information campaign conducted during the period of preparation for 
the election of deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh (Parliament) of the Kyrgyz Republic.  
 

As Table 2 shows, the most active population of biometric registration is the female 
population. In 2014, 999,915 women submitted the biometric data, the number of 
men who submitted the biometric data 159,488 fewer and made up 831,427 people.  
 

A similar situation is observed covering the reporting period 2015, when the number 
of women who submitted the biometric data was 499,242, men - 485,965 (Table 2).  
 

As of January 1, 2016, from the total number of the population of the Kyrgyz 
Republic aged 16 and over, 3 773 635 people according to the local government 
bodies, the number of citizens who have submitted biometric data is 2,822,893 people 
or 74.81% (Table 3 ).  

 

Table 3. The ratio of the number of citizens who have submitted the 
biometric data to the total population of the Kyrgyz Republic as of January 1, 
2016  
 

№ 
seq 

Quantity of citizens passed 
biometric registration 
(pers.) 

% 
Total quantity of population 
aged 16 years and older 
(pers.) 

% 

1. 2 822 893 74,81 3 773 635 100 
 
 
 

More than 15.2 thousand citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic submitted biometric data at 
the diplomatic missions of the Kyrgyz Republic abroad. 

Component 2. State Register of the National Passports of the Kyrgyz Republic 
 

The next main component of UPR is the electronic database of the passports of the 
Kyrgyz Republic – the State Register of the National Passports of the Kyrgyz 
Republic (hereinafter SRNP).  
 

The SRNP is formed on the principle of "1 person - 1 PIN - 1 passport (ID-card)" and 
is used during the formation of voters list. 
 

The SRNP contains information on issued passports, status (valid/invalid due to loss 
or expiration), citizenship of the Kyrgyz Republic and death of the passport holder.  
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The SRNP is also used to track and remove invalid passports of the Kyrgyz Republic 
from circulation.  
 

The SRNP as of January 1, 2016 contains information on 3,430,045 passports of the 
2004 template (ID-card) (Table 4) with the status "valid", of which 1,667,854 
passports were issued to male citizens, 1,762,191 passports were issued to female 
citizens. 
 

Citizens who had the passports of 2004 (ID-card) and 1994 template were allowed to 
the elections of deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh (Parliament) of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
At the diplomatic missions of the Kyrgyz Republic abroad voters were allowed to 
vote with the passports of the 2006 template. 

 
Table 4. Number of valid passports of the Kyrgyz Republic on the basis of 

gender as of January 1, 2016  
 
Region Total Men Women 

pers. % pers. % 
c.Bishkek 386144 168105 43,53 218039 56,47 
c.Оsh 148306 69233 46,68 79073 53,32 
Naryn region 190491 97176 51,01 93315 48,99 
Batken region 292899 145382 49,64 147517 50,36 
Оsh region 737475 365301 49,53 372174 50,47 
Talas region 150880 76107 50,44 74773 49,56 
Chui region 567512 273240 48,15 294272 51,85 
Jalal-Abad region 665126 328585 49,40 336541 50,60 
Issyk-Kul region 291212 144725 49,70 146487 50,30 
Total 3430045 1667854 48,62 1762191 51,38 

 
As Table 4 shows, citizens living in densely populated regions of the Kyrgyz 
Republic hold the most valid passports: Jalal-Abad Oblast - 665,126, Osh oblast - 
737,475, Chui Province - 567,512 and Bishkek city - 386,144.  

 

Table 5. Number of valid passports of the Kyrgyz Republic based on age as of 1 
January 2016  
 

Region Gender 
Gradation by age (years) 

16 - 17 18-30 31-45 46-60 60+ 

c. Bishkek 
Men 5134 47091 51452 42074 22354 
Women 4819 50904 67014 56722 38580 

c. Оsh Men 2475 23606 19503 15950 7699 
Women 2114 24698 22715 19733 9813 

Naryn region Men 2978 32554 31691 21561 8392 
Women 2813 29950 28955 21545 10052 

Batken region Men 5342 53307 44435 29538 12760 
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Women 4645 51558 45603 32222 13489 

Оsh region Men 12340 137784 109123 75101 30953 
Women 11018 135310 111140 79599 35107 

Talas region Men 2363 26150 24214 16073 7307 
Women 2163 24110 22643 17058 8799 

Chui region Men 8584 84602 83096 64434 32524 
Women  8103 82450 86858 73041 43820 

Jalal-Abad region Men 11775 122261 99543 68883 26123 
Women 11169 119043 101492 74801 30036 

Issyk-Kul region Men 4587 47926 43902 34051 14259 
Women 4356 44720 43060 35673 18678 

Total 
 
3 430 045 
 

106 778 1 138 024 1 036 439 778 059 370 745 

 
Data of the SRNP is used in formation of voters list with the status of "valid" 
passport.  
 
Component 3. Civil Status Acts Registration  
 
The third important component is the data generated in the electronic database of 
"Civil Status Record". It is at the level of ZAGS (Civil Status Acts Registration 
offices) where the whole life cycle of a person is recorded from the moment of birth 
to death. 
Information of ZAGS – is the fundament of personal data of citizens – PIN, Full 
name, date of birth, name change.  
 
Using of ZAGS’s data allows improving the quality of demographic statistics as 
instrument of governing the state, raising effectiveness of management decisions, 
minimizing corruption schemas in the process of forming voter lists.   
In order to create an electronic archive and update the information on civil status 
records of the SRS, 346 966 death records stored on paper were scanned and 
digitized, of which: 
- 345 175 records with full name; 
- 1,791 with no name. 
 
During the formation of voter lists, a reconciliation was carried out by name and date 
of birth. 
Deceased citizens are excluded from the list of voters based on data of ZAGS. 
If full name were changed, the list is formed with a new name when the citizen 
replaces the passport. 
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In case of name change new personal data of the citizen is registered in the electronic 
database of "Civil Status Record" in connection with his PIN. The PIN of a citizen is 
not subject to change. 
The actualization of the personal data of the citizen (name) occurs at the program 
level if the citizen replaces the passport in accordance with the new personal data 
(name) within the time limits established by the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
The distribution of voters according to the respective PECs is carried out irrespective 
of the change in the name and depends only on the address information specified in 
the passport. 
 
When a new passport is received by voters who have changed their personal data and 
have previously passed a biometric registration, the biometric data is not re-collected. 
Updating of the passport data of the citizen in the electronic voter list is carried out at 
the program level in accordance with the new passport data. 
 
In case of errors in the delivery of biometric data, due to which the voter is not listed, 
the voter needs to re-pass the biometric registration. Such errors are reported to the 
voter in the polling station or in Call Center of the Service at the request of the voter 
about the reasons for absence from the list. 
 

Table 6. Quantitative indicators of change of surname, name, patronymic, 
produced in the Component 3 for the period 2014 – 2015 years 

 

Gender 
Gradation by age 
(years) 
16 - 17 18 - 30 31 - 45 46 - 60 60+ 

Women 2 381 2 641 832 195 12 
Men 2 517 3 701 918 158 11 
Subtotal 4 898 6 342 1 750 353 23 
Total 13 366 

 

Component 4. Address register of the Kyrgyz Republic  
 
Fourth main component during the forming of voters list is the data on address 
register, which is necessary for determination of the living place of citizen to 
subsequent bounding to the relevant pooling station. 
Address register is formed in sections of regions, districts, inhabited locality and 
streets. As of January 1, 2016 there are more than 32 thousand streets in address 
register.  
SRS holds the works to build effective information address infrastructure of the state, 
including;  
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- Creating and improving geoinformation component of address register with 
the definition of spatial location of more than 3 million objects of real estates. 

-Establishing of the link between address register and information about the 
citizens living place, that will allow optimally distribute citizens by pooling station, 
and to carry out socio-economic analysis on registered citizens. 

All of the above components 1-4 are of particular importance for holding fair 
and democratic elections, since the necessary personal data, address information and 
biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic are used in the process of 
verification and forming voter lists and voter identification on election-day. 

2. The model of formation of voter’s list and voter’s identification 
 
On April 24, 2015, amendments to the Constitutional Law of the Kyrgyz Republic 
"On Elections of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic and Deputies of the Jogorku 
Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic" came into force, according to which the list of voters 
is formed by the SRS on the basis of information about voters - their personal and 
biometric data contained in EGRN . 
 The SRS carried out organizational and technical work for holding elections 
of deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic in October 2015 using 
modern technologies, as well as the work on voters list refinement.   

Voter list management system, developed by SRS, is used to form the list of 
voters. The bases of formation of list of voters are citizen’s personal and biometric 
data. 

Citizen of the Kyrgyz Republic, who has reached the age of 18 and who has 
passed biometric registration is included in the voter list.  

SRS, in accordance with the above-mentioned Constitutional Law of the 
Kyrgyz Republic is the authorized state body responsible for voter identification on 
election - day. 

In order to carry out voter identification during the elections SRS has 
developed and implemented the Information System for Identifying Voters on 
Election Day. 

The model for the formation of voter lists and voter identification includes the 
following processes: 

1. The information from the Component 2 "State Register of National 
Passports" is taken as a basis - the list includes voters who have reached the 
age of 18 and possess valid passports of the Kyrgyz Republic; 

2. According to Component 3 "Civil Status Record"– deceased people are 
excluded from the list. Also the people who have changed personal 
information (name, surname) are considered;  

3. Based on Component 1 "Biometric data of citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic" 
a preliminary voter list is formed; 
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4. Component 4 "Address register" and the boundaries of polling stations used 
to link voters to polling stations in accordance with the address indicated in 
the passport of a citizen of the Kyrgyz Republic; 

5. Final list of voters is sent to Central Commission for Elections and 
Referenda of the Kyrgyz Republic (CEC).  

6. Then there is a process of refinement of voters list (correction of errors, 
change of address, inclusion in the list), processing of application of Form 2 
and Form 3 from voters and the information from state authorities (Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic, State Service of Execution of 
Punishment under the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic, State Committee 
for Defense Affairs of the Kyrgyz Republic, Ministry of Health of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, Local Self-Government Bodies of the Kyrgyz Republic). 

7. Publication of list of voters on official websites of SRS and CEC as well as 
in polling centers for familiarization. 

8.  Biometric voter verification on election day is carried out by fingerprint.  
9. In case of successful verification by biometric data, the voter is identified by 

personal (PIN, Name) and passport data by entering into identification 
system the PIN specified in the citizen's passport. 

10. The results of voter identification are displayed on the monitor and are 
available for viewing by observers, members of the precinct election 
commission, voters. 

11.  In the identification system, identification results are recorded for each 
voter. 

12. In case of successful identification by personal and biometric data, a check 
is automatically printed indicating the number of the voter in the voter list. 

13. At the beginning of the Election Day, the initial report is printed, and the 
final report on the number of identified voters at this polling station is 
printed upon completion of the Election Day. 

Before moving to the above model in May 2015, a voter database, formed by the 
CEC in the amount of 2,633,420 records, was transferred to the SRS for mutual 
reconciliation with the CEC.  
During the reconciliation of main list of voters, given buy CEC, by database of SRS it 
was found lack of 909 718 citizens, who were included to list of SRS, formed on the 
base of biometric information. 
Also, measures were taken to clarify the lists of voters together with representatives 
of local self-government bodies.  
When conducting cross-checking, the following errors were detected: 

- duplicate data; 
- incorrect and irrelevant personal information; 
- deficient method for determining the boundaries of polling stations; 
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- the work on updating the voter lists was not carried out at the proper 
level.  

In the process of refinement of list of voters by registered death certificates it 
was identified 6245 records, which have been removed from the lists.  
It was found that about 7% of voters were incorrectly distributed by the CEC in 
polling stations, which was confirmed by the results of the campaign "Check yourself 
in the voters list". It was revealed that 6,177 voters were not assigned to polling 
stations. However, the lack of accurate and up-to-date targeted information did not 
allow the distribution of voters in the respective polling stations. 
When processing biometric data, 515 duplicate personal identification numbers 
(PINs) were found, which belong to two or more citizens. 
The difference between the list of voters of the CEC and the new list formed by the 
SRS on the basis of biometric registration was 124 412 voters, which is in percentage 
by more than 4.7%. 
Thus, the voter list formed on the basis of four components is the most complete and 
relevant at the time of elections to the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic. 

3. Statistical information on list of voters and identification of voters during 
the preparation and holding elections.  
 

In the parliamentary elections, out of a total of 2,761,297 people, 1 612 361 voters 
were identified, which is 58% of the total number of voters (Table 7). 
 
Table 7. Quantity of voters by regions as of 04 October 2015 year 
 

 
As can be seen from Table 8, the majority of voters are female citizens - 1 468 508 
people. The number of men on the voters list is 1,292,789. 
 

Region 
Quantity   
of voters included in  
the lists 

Quantity 
of identified voters 

%  
of identified voters 
from total quantity 
of voters 

c.Bishkek 368 194 195 982 53,23 
c.Оsh 133 388 76 452 57,32 
Chui region  453 754 252 148 55,57 
Оsh region 557 309 343 424 61,62 
Jalal-Abad region 495 455 304 930 61,55 
Batken region 223 763 128 766 57,55 
Issyk-Kul region 241 002 136 809 56,77 
Naryn region 150 137 92 531 61,63 
Talas region 122 983 78 805 64,08 
FO КR 15 312 2 514 16,42 
Total 2 761 297 1 612 361 58,39 
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Also, according to Table 8, the largest number of voters are citizens aged of 19 to 30 
years. 

Table 8. Age group of voters as of 04 October 2015 year  
 

 

Age group Men 
(pers.) 

% 
from total 
quantity 

Women 
(pers.) 

%  
from total 
quantity 

Total quantity 
(pers.) 

18 years 37 480 50,52 36 709 49,48 74 189 
19-30 years 442 055 48,39 471 497 51,61 913 552 
31-45 years 382 352 47,26 426 719 52,74 809 071 
46-60 years 306 955 45,65 365 508 54,35 672 463 
60+ years 123 947 42,44 168 075 57,56 292 022 
Total 1 292 789 46,82 1 468 508 53,18 2 761 297 
 
 
According to Table 9 as of January 1, 2016, the number of citizens who submitted 
biometric data amounted to 2,822,893 people, of which 2,761,297 were included in 
the voter lists, which is 97.8% of those who passed the biometric data. 
 

The rest of the citizens in the number of 61,596 people (the difference obtained by 
subtracting 2822893 - 2761297), who passed the biometric data and not included in 
the voter lists are citizens who have not reached the age of 18, which is 2.2%. 
 

In addition, according to Table 9, the number of citizens who submitted biometric 
data is 2,822,893 people, which is 500 374 citizens less than the number of issued 
passports to citizens aged 18 and over - 3,323,267. Accordingly, this number of 
citizens (500,374) were not included in the voter lists because of the lack of biometric 
registration. 
Table 9. Quantity of voters passed biometric registration in relation to the quantity of 
valid passports by the regions as of 04 October 2015 year 
 

Region 

Quantity  
of valid passports 
of  citizens aged 
18 years and 
older 
(pers.) 

Quantity  
of passed 
biometric 
registration 
(pers.) 

Quantity 
of voters included 
in the lists 
(pers.) 

Quantity 
of voters from  
quantity of valid 
passports 
%  

Quantity 
of voters from  
quantity of   
passed biometric 
registration 
%  

c.Bishkek 376191 302 533 368 194 95,35 121,70 
c.Оsh 143717 115 704 133 388 89,94 115,28 
Chui region 550825 462 658 453 754 79,95 98,08 
Оsh region 714117 601 258 557 309 75,57 92,69 
Jalal-Abad region 642182 514 306 495 455 74,49 96,33 
Batken region 282912 239 555 223 763 76,40 93,41 
Issyk-Kul region 282269 259 697 241 002 82,76 92,80 
Naryn region 184700 177 573 150 137 78,82 84,55 
Talas region 146354 134 265 122 983 81,51 91,60 
FO KR no data 15 344 15 312 no data -- 
Total  3 323 267 2 822 893 2 761 297   
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4. Assessment of internal and external migration 

The process of verification and clarification of voter lists quite time-consuming, since 
the Republic has an active internal migration of citizens. 
 

In view of the fact that at the time of the preparation and conduct of the election of 
the deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic, address information was 
stored on paper in the form of a card file and were not translated into electronic 
format, it was not possible to trace the registration of citizens at the place of actual 
residence, i.e. accurately take into account the facts of internal migration. Such 
information is necessary for the reliable formation of voter lists regarding the 
distribution of polling stations. 
 

However, an approximate estimate of internal migration was made on the basis of 
applications filed by citizens on Form No. 2 on the intention to vote at a selective 
address. 
 
Table 10.  Quantity data of applications filed by citizens of the Form № 2 
as of 04 October 2015 year 

 

As can be seen from Table 10, 297,327 applications under Form No. 2 were 
processed, respectively, these citizens were distributed at polling stations at the place 
of actual residence, which is 10.8% of the total number of voters included in the lists. 
 

The majority of applications on Form No. 2 have been filed in the cities of Bishkek, 
Osh, Chui and Osh provinces, indicating the presence of an active internal migration 
in these regions from other regions of the country. 

Thus, the number of internal migrants is about 11% of the total number of voters. 

83,09 
 

97,82 
 

Region 
Quantity 
of voters included 
in the lists 

Quantity of 
applications filed 
of the Form № 2 

% 
from total   
quantity of voters 

c.Bishkek 368 194 90 337 24,5 
c.Оsh 133 388 31 968 24,0 
Chui region 453 754 57 425 12,7 
Оsh region 557 309 45 587 8,2 
Jalal-Abad region 495 455 26 932 5,4 
Batken region 223 763 6 620 3,0 
Issyk-Kul region 241 002 18 000 7,5 
Naryn region 150 137 8 005 5,3 
Talas region 122 983 10 546 8,6 
FO KR 15 312 1 907 12,5 
Total 2 761 297 297 327 10,8 
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According to the MFA outside the Republic, there are officially more than 130,909 
citizens. 16,000 citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic passed the biometric registration 
outside of country, 15 312 of them were included in the voter lists, of which 2,570 
people voted, which is 17% of the total number of voters included in the lists outside 
the country. 
It will be possible to monitor the indicators on internal migration more efficiently by 
the result of the introduction of the information system "Address-inquiry bureau" and 
the information system of "Citizenship" in terms of accounting for external migration.  

  

4. Analytical conclusions 
 

For the first time in the history of the country, parliamentary elections were held with 
the use of modern information technologies, which allowed solving two main 
problems during the elections: the mechanism known as "carousels" and mass ballot 
stuffing that caused destabilization in the society and population distrust in election 
results.  
 

In general, according to international observers, organizations, experts, local political 
parties and non-governmental organizations, the election of deputies of the Jogorku 
Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic using the latest technologies was open and free. 
 

The successes achieved in the elections of the deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh of the 
Kyrgyz Republic will be taken into account during the next elections of deputies of 
local keneshes of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
 

Based on the results of the work carried out and taking into account the experience 
gained during the preparation and conduct of the elections, the main directions for 
improving the components of UPR as the basis for the formation of voter lists: 
 

• Improving the accuracy of voter lists 
The SRS with the assistance of local authorities and the CEC should continue the 
work in terms of updating voter lists by: 
- Digitization of death certificates registered in ayil okmotu;  
- Exclusion of problematic PIN and ensure the principle “1 citizen – 1 PIN -1 
passport”  
- Optimization of the boundaries of polling stations with the use of the Address 
Register information; 
- Activation of work with undocumented citizens and the exchange of passports of 
the 1974 and 1994 passports for passports of the 2004 model (ID-card). 

• Biometric registration 
As can be seen from the above statistics, not all the population of the country aged 18 
and older submit their biometric data, which does not allow such citizens to 
participate in elections. 
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In order to increase the inclusiveness and involvement of citizens in electoral 
processes, it is required to intensify the information campaign about the need for 
citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic to pass biometric registration as one of the necessary 
conditions for participating in elections. 

In the very near future, it is necessary to resume the work of biometric data collection 
points. 

• Information Systems 
The effectiveness of the SRS in electoral processes largely depends on the quality of 
its registers and UPR components. Due to the fact that the SRS has registers and 
databases of different generations and on different operating platforms, the 
compatibility and synchronization of electronic data is difficult. 
 
In addition, the bulk of the personal information stored in the form of card files and 
on paper. 
 

It is necessary to optimize and improve the used information systems and integrate 
them in the formation of voter lists, update the information stored in the UPR 
components, including: 
- In order to promptly obtain information about citizens who have withdrawn from 
citizenship, it is necessary to develop and implement an information system on 
accounting for the adoption and withdrawal from the citizenship of the Kyrgyz 
Republic; 
- For keeping records of internal migration, it is necessary to develop and implement 
an information system of the address-inquiry bureau; 
- Scan and translate into electronic format card files of address sheets stored on 
paper; 
- Carry out an additional inventory of the names of settlements, streets and, in 
general, the Address Register, including by creating a geo-information system with 
data on electronic maps. 
    

• Information and awareness-raising campaign 
 
In order to increase the awareness of citizens, it is necessary to conduct information 
and awareness-raising campaigns throughout the Republic on the principles of 
conducting elections, the need for biometric registration, the timely documentation 
and updating of personal data in the event of their change. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

The Report will serve as a basis for the preparation of the next report as of January 1, 
2017, following the results of the elections of deputies of local keneshes appointed 
for 2016. 
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The report is subject to publication on the official site of the SRS, paper versions of 
the report will be sent to all interested state and international organizations. 
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